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Abstract 

Tick-borne diseases and tick bites are an increasing concern in the Netherlands. Among all the 
environmental factors, vegetation plays an important role in tick life circle by providing shelter, 
water, a place for seeking hosts, etc. Knowledge about relationships between vegetation 
structure patterns and tick occurrence patterns can help mapping potential tick distribution and 
contribute to improve local risk management of ticks by the public health service in Amsterdam. It 
is also required to have vegetation structure map for monitoring and risk management of ticks in 
Amsterdam. 

In this study, firstly grass, shrubs, and trees three vegetation structure categories were defined. 
Height and height spreads were used as criteria for classification of point cloud data created by 
Semi Global Matching of aerial photographs. The topographic dataset KBKA10 provided locations 
of vegetation for filtering the point cloud data. AHN2 terrain grid offered terrain height values for 
extracting vegetation area objects height. The aerial image of Amsterdam was used for providing 
ground information and selecting training locations of the three classes. 

Then supervised classification with k-Nearest Neighbour and Classification And Regression Tree 
(CART) analysis were applied for mapping vegetation structure classes. Accuracy was assessed 
by computing confusion matrices. Thirdly, logistic regression was conducted with tick data, 
vegetation structure classes from the CART result maps, distance to water area and distance to 
built-up area to assess relationships between these factors and tick occurrence patterns in 
Amsterdam. The model was finally used for spatial prediction of tick occurrence  

The results show CART produced most accurate vegetation structure maps. The overall 
classification accuracy of CART result was 86%. The grass class had a high accuracy 97% and 
high reliability 93%. The tree class had a high reliability 99%. The overall classification accuracy 
of the k-Nearest Neighbour result was 77%. The grass class had 99% accuracy. The tree class 
had a reliability approaching 100%. Distance to water and distance to built-up area were found 
not to be significantly related to tick absence and presence in Amsterdam. The significant 
predictor vegetation structure classes influence tick occurrence in Amsterdam to a small extent. I 
found a weak association between vegetation structure classes and tick presence and absence in 
Amsterdam. The predicted tick presences appear at sites where shrubs or trees grow. 

Keywords: Vegetation structure map, Supervised classification, k-Nearest Neighbour, 
Classification And Regression Tree, Tick occurrence, Logistic regression, Amsterdam 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Vector-borne diseases and vegetation structure 

Vector-borne diseases such as Malaria, Lyme, Chikungunya, Dengue are a specific group of 
infections that present a re-emerging threat to Europe and need particular attention (ECDC 2012). 
These diseases that are carried by vectors like ticks and transmitted to humans are an increasing 
concern to public health bodies in many European countries (Kruijff et al. 2011). Tick, specifically 
Ixodes ricinus, is the main vector of Lyme borreliosis and tick-borne encephalitis in Europe (Swart 
et al. 2014; Gray et al. 2009). In the Netherlands, the Lyme disease has developed into an 
important disease in the past ten years (Hofhuis et al. 2006). The number of consultations of 
general practitioners for tick bites and Lyme disease has increased by three times since 1994 
(Hofhuis et al. 2006; Gassner et al. 2011; Swart et al. 2014). This rise can be explained by an 
overall increase in abundance of questing infected ticks to some extent, and one factor 
contributing to this increase of questing infected ticks abundance is the expansion of tick-suitable 
habitats surface area including forest areas in the Netherlands (Sprong et al. 2012). 

The distribution and abundance of ticks is affected by complex interplay of various abiotic and 
biotic factors such as the climatic conditions (temperature and humidity), habitat (vegetation) and 
vertebrate host community (Gassner and Hartemink 2013; Swart et al. 2014). Some studies have 
shown that spatial and temporal variation of tick occurrence is highly dependent on local 
microclimate conditions (Estrada-Peña 2001; Gassner et al. 2011; Greenfield 2011; Estrada-
Peña et al. 2013), for example temperature, relative humidity, and saturation deficit. At 
temperatures < 7 °C, ticks remain inactive; ticks only venture out of the mat and up the vegetation 
to quest for a host when temperatures increase (Greenfield 2011; Tekenradar 2012). Humidity is 
a fundamental factor influencing tick survival primarily controlling the amount of time a tick can 
spend questing (Greenfield 2011).  

Vegetation structure patterns and vegetation types have also been found strongly affecting tick 
abundance (Boyard et al. 2007; Gassner et al. 2011; Lindström and Jaenson 2003; Dobson, 
Taylor, and Randolph 2011). Vegetation provides different degrees of shelter for ticks (Swart et al. 
2014). Most Ixodes ticks are inactive in the lowest layers of vegetation or in the leaf litter or soil 
before they begin to quest (Estrada-Peña et al. 2013). A thicker mat of leaf litter is able to retain 
more water and provides more niches for ticks to occupy thus improving the survival of the ticks 
(Greenfield 2011). At each life stage, ticks are present on different area of vegetation (adults on 
top and nymph and larva on lower part) (Guglielmone et al. 2006; Tack et al. 2013; Tack 2013). 
The dominant vegetation modulates the microclimate and also affects the host abundance 
(Estrada-Peña et al. 2013). Vegetation can be seen as an indicator of patterns of presence and 
abundance of ticks (Randolph and Storey 1999; Estrada-Peña et al. 2013). 

Thus, knowledge about relationships between vegetation structure patterns and tick occurrence 
patterns can help to map potential tick distribution, and contribute to risk management of ticks 
and tick-borne diseases in the Netherlands.   

The Public Health Service Bureau (GGD) of Amsterdam applies an Integrated Pest Management 
approach (IPM), which means using a variety of measures in combination to prevent the 
development of pests (van Adrichem et al. 2013). Tick is one of important pest species they keep 
focus on. GGD Amsterdam wants to have vegetation structure maps which can provide 
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necessary information for identifying tick suitable areas in Amsterdam, and expects to know more 
about the associations between environmental factors especially vegetation structure patterns 
and tick occurrence which can contribute to tick risk management in Amsterdam (J., Buijs & M. H., 
van Adrichem, personal communication, October 14, 2014).    

1.1.2 Vegetation structure and tick occurrence in Amsterdam  

From the above we understand that vegetation structure can affect the distribution and 
abundance of ticks. Different vegetation structure classes like grass, shrubs and trees can be 
expected to influence the habitat and life circle of ticks.  

The occurrence of Ixodes Ricinus has been found to increase with an abundant tree layer and a 
high humidity on 61 grazed pastures in central France, by using a negative binomial model 
analysing tick abundance with environmental factors (Boyard et al. 2007). Another research 
shows thickness of the litter layer and moss cover is positively related to nymphal and adult tick 
densities from analysis of tick density and environmental conditions at 24 sites (mature forests, 
dune vegetation area, new forests, etc.) in the Netherlands (Gassner et al. 2011). In a study, ticks 
are found in all vegetation types including short grass close to car parks in parks in UK by 
sampling activity at 3-weekly intervals for 2 years; highest tick densities were consistently 
observed in plots with trees present (Dobson et al. 2011).  

These studies have not been conducted in Amsterdam. Being an urbanized area, Amsterdam has 
different environmental and microclimatic conditions than natural areas. There is a need to study 
how local vegetation structure affects tick occurrence in Amsterdam. Besides, the dominant 
vegetation modulates the microclimate and also affects the tick hosts abundance (Estrada-Peña 
et al. 2013).  

Thus it contributes to improve local risk management of ticks and provide better public health 
service that to research associations between environmental factors, particularly vegetation 
structure, and tick occurrence in Amsterdam.  

 

1.2 Problem definition 

1.2.1 Relationships between vegetation structure and tick occurrence 

There are some papers concerning other regions of the Netherlands and statistical methods are 
commonly employed in these papers for assessing the associations of tick occurrence and 
environmental factors.  

Gassner et al. (2011) undertook a longitudinal study at 24 forest area sites of the Netherlands on 
population dynamics of Ixodes ricinus and their infections with Borrelia burgdorferi using 
Generalized Linear Models (GLM). They found that habitat structure (tree cover) was an effective 
discriminant parameter in the determination of Borrelia infection risk (Gassner et al. 2011). 
Sprong et al. (2012) used historic data on land usage, temperature and wildlife populations to 
analyse with two longitudinal field studies data of questing ticks density by a negative binomial 
model and logistic model. They found circumstantial evidence for an increase in the risk of 
acquiring a bite of a tick infected with B. burgdorferi (Sprong et al. 2012). Wielinga et al. (2006) 
collected ticks in four habitats dunes, heather, forest, and a city park in the Netherlands. Authors 
analysed different kinds of infection rates of ticks applying reverse line blot analysis (Wielinga et 
al. 2006). Swart et al. (2014) used MODIS satellite image products (Enhanced Vegetation Index, 
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land surface temperature, Middle Infra-Red), roe deer population densities data, and soil moisture 
map with Fourier analysis, and quadratic discriminant analysis, aided by a Bayesian inclusion of 
expert opinion data. They got classified land-use types and tick suitability levels map in 1 km 
resolution for the Netherlands (Swart et al. 2014). They later applied a linear model to erythema 
migrans consultations incidence data by general practitioners in the Netherlands and the 
estimated probability of tick presence. Researchers stated a significant fraction of the tick bite 
consultations could be explained by the I. ricinus population outside the resident municipality 
(Swart et al. 2014). 

There are no papers found which study tick occurrence and vegetation structure patterns 
relationships for Amsterdam urban region from literature, to the best of my knowledge. However, 
there are examples in the literature of studying relationships of tick abundance and environmental 
factors focusing on urban environments in other countries. A G-test and logistic regression were 
applied for analysing the relationships of tick occurrence and temperature, sward height, mat 
depth, etc. environmental parameters at 16 sites in a park of London (Greenfield 2011). Tick 
presence was found to be closely related to soil moisture, light levels and humidity throughout the 
park (Greenfield 2011). Using spatial statistics, Vatansever et al. (2008) investigated potential risk 
factors for ticks from reported tick bites in Istanbul and found Ixodes is highly reported in dense 
highly heterogeneous vegetation patches.  

To summarize, tick occurrence has been found to be associated with vegetation structure but 
such relationships have not been studied for the Amsterdam urban region. 

1.2.2 Need to map vegetation structure in Amsterdam 

Currently there is no existing suitable vegetation structure map of Amsterdam area (at least 
containing height information) that can be used for studying relationships of vegetation structure 
and tick occurrence in Amsterdam, to the best of my knowledge.  

Services of the Amsterdam municipality usually apply the Amsterdam Small Scale Base Map 1: 
10,000 (Amsterdam KBKA10) (Municipality of Amsterdam 2014). It is augmented data made from 
the scale 1:10,000 Key Register Topography (TOP10NL) by adding information for the 
municipality of Amsterdam and a zone around it (Municipality of Amsterdam 2014). When the 
GGD of Amsterdam wants to use detailed vegetation structure information, they find the 
vegetation object classes of KBKA10 (city green, deciduous forest, etc.) are inappropriate. For 
example, the city green class is composed of a mixture of grass areas, shrubs and trees. Only 
part of the forest areas is included in the deciduous forest class. (J. , Buijs & M. H., van Adrichem, 
personal communication, November 13, 2014). The vegetation classes of KBKA10 map the green 
area of Amsterdam but they don’t distinguish the required vegetation classes nor do they provide 
structure information of vegetation. In addition, the geographical department of Amsterdam 
municipality has mainly worked on the structure of paved areas (buildings, roads, etc.), while it 
did not yet consider vegetation structure (J. Muller, personal communication, January 29, 2015).   

Besides, there are maps of some public parks and valuable old trees in Amsterdam 
(http://maps.amsterdam.nl/hoofdgroenstructuur) but these maps are not suitable for tick 
occurrence scientific research which requires higher accuracy and detailed information of 
vegetation.  

So it is required to have vegetation structure map for monitoring and risk management of ticks in 
Amsterdam. 
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1.3 Research objective and research questions 

Hence the main objective of this research is to map vegetation structure classes and to assess 
the relationship of these in combination with other environmental factors with tick occurrence 
patterns in Amsterdam.    

This objective has then derived the following research questions:  

RQ1. Which geo-data can be used to map the vegetation structure classes (grass, shrubs, and 
trees) which are deemed important for mapping pest species distribution in Amsterdam? 

RQ2. Which methods can be used for mapping vegetation structure patterns? 

RQ3. Which methods can be used to assess associations between vegetation structure classes 
maps and the occurrence data of ticks and to use the found relationships for prediction? 

RQ4. What is the strength of correlations between occurrences of ticks and vegetation structure 
classes in Amsterdam? 

RQ5. Where are predicted hot-spots with respect to occurrences of ticks in Amsterdam?  

 

1.4 Outline of this thesis  

This thesis is organized in five chapters.  

Following the introduction in this chapter, Chapter 2 presents the materials and methods used in 
the thesis. It introduces the flow of whole research and explains the details of k-Nearest 
Neighbour method and Classification and Regression Tree method. Method of statistical 
relationship assessment is also illustrated. Accuracy assessment steps of main results are 
introduced. 

Chapter 3 presents the result vegetation structure maps, their accuracy, the statistical relationship, 
validation of the logistic regression model, and predicted tick occurrence map. 

Chapter 4 contains further interpretation, and discussion about the results. 

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and recommendations. This chapter contains an overview of 
the important results found in this thesis. 
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2. Materials and methodology 

2.1 Study area 

Figure 1 shows the study area (90 km2). This research covers large part of the Amsterdam urban 
area. The study area covers the city centre, some residential areas, parks and more than 90% of 
the area where GGD Amsterdam sampled ticks. One delineated square in Figure 1 represents a 
1 km2 tile of the point cloud data containing height information.  

 
Figure 1. Study area in Amsterdam. A square corresponds to a 1 km2 tile, in total there are 90 tiles. 

The base map is the Amsterdam area of World Topographic Map from OpenStreetMap contributors 
and the GIS User Community (ESRI 2015). 

 

2.2 Data specifications 

Point clouds (structural characteristics of vegetation) 

Point cloud data supplied by the geographical department of the Civil Registry of Amsterdam 
were used to provide vegetation height data, to perform supervised classification and to create a 
vegetation structure map. The point clouds were acquired by a Semi-Global Matching (SGM) 
method (photogrammetry) from aerial images of March 2014, and the average point density is 16 
points per square meter (Aerodata Surveys Nederland 2014). The estimated point cloud accuracy 
is between 0.4 and 0.8m vertically (Aerodata Surveys Nederland 2014). This SGM point cloud 
data is in LAS format. Unlike Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data which also shows some 
inner structure of vegetation, this point clouds show mostly top outline of vegetation (see Figure 2 
a) (Aerodata Surveys Nederland 2014). 
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Figure 2. SGM point clouds. It shows top outline of vegetation (a, oblique view of trees); b is top view 

of some part of 1 tile (125000, 485000) point clouds.  
 

AHN2 (terrain height, vegetation structure classes training data location selection) 

The Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (AHN, Up-to-date Height Model of The Netherlands) file is 
detailed and precise elevation data created by LiDAR technique for the Netherlands (van der Zon 
2013). The gathering of AHN2 data for Amsterdam area was carried out over a period of roughly 
1st December 2009 to 1st April, 2010 (van der Zon 2013). In the western part of the data, the point 
density is possible slightly different due to the plane flying at a different speed (van der Zon 2013). 
In general the point density on average is between 6 and 10 points per square meter (van der 
Zon 2013).  

In this study, the 0.5m resolution filled terrain raster was used for subtracting terrain height and 
for helping to select vegetation structure classes training data locations. The 0.5m resolution raw 
raster data were also utilized to help choosing training data sites. The 0.5m filled terrain raster is 
the ground level file where non-ground objects (trees, buildings, bridges and other objects) were 
removed from the point cloud and no data cells were filled (National Georegistry 2014). The 0.5m 
raw raster was resampled from the point cloud to a 0.5 meter grid, using both the ground and 
non-ground objects (National Georegistry 2014). 

Aerial photographs (ground information, training data locations selection) 

The geographical department of the Civil Registry of Amsterdam provided high resolution 0.11 m 
aerial photograph acquired in 2013 March for Amsterdam region. It contains RGB three bands 
and shows relatively clear ground information. Vegetation is not completely green yet in the 
images and there are dark shadows of buildings and trees.  

Topography data (vegetation area, training data selection, other environmental factors) 

The Amsterdam Small Scale Base Map 1: 10,000 (KBKA10) is augmented data made from the 
scale 1:10,000 Key Register Topography (TOP10NL) by adding information for Amsterdam and a 
zone around it (Municipality of Amsterdam 2014). The KBKA10 is updated annually on the basis 
of aerial photographs (Municipality of Amsterdam 2014). In this research, the KBKA10 of 2014 
was used because it is detailed, comprehensive and available. It contains artificial object classes 
like buildings, local roads, railway, metro, etc.; green vegetation object classes like city green 

a b 
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area, deciduous forest, coniferous forest, poplars, etc.; water features like pool, basin, deep water, 
port, etc.; and not-used area classes. It should be noticed that KBKA10 contains vegetation area 
of Amsterdam but it doesn’t contain very accurate distribution of separated vegetation classes like 
grass, trees nor vegetation structure information which we need. However, KBKA10 has been 
used for filtering point cloud, training data site selection and masking other land cover classes 
such as built-up region and water bodies. 

Tick data 

Ticks were collected by blanket dragging (blanket 1x1 m2) at 282 sites in 23 parks in Amsterdam 
from 19 June to 17 July, 2013 by experts from GGD Amsterdam (M. H., van Adrichem, personal 
communication, November 4, 2014). Researchers recorded the coordinates, the absence and 
presence of ticks on the cloth, and counted the numbers. There were 31 presence records in a 
total of 282 records.  

Auxiliary information (vegetation structure classes training data locations selection) 

Google Earth and Google Street View provided some satellite images and photos which 
contributed to find locations of training data of vegetation structure classes (grass, shrubs, and 
trees).    

 
Figure 3. Display of tick data, some KBKA10 topo data, aerial image, and part of SGM point cloud tiles 

(boundaries) 
 

Figure 3 presents the spatial extent of the tick data, two KBKA10 vegetation object classes city 
green and deciduous forest, the aerial image and some boundaries of SGM point cloud tiles. 
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2.3 General explanation on methodology 

 
Figure 4. Methodology flow chart 

A methodology was worked out to map vegetation structure classes and to assess the 
relationship of these in combination with other environmental factors with tick occurrence patterns 
in Amsterdam. Figure 4 illustrates the methodology of this research, which is divided into 
following sections: the vegetation area filtering, supervised classification of vegetation, logistic 
regression of tick occurrence and environmental factors, model assessment, and predicting tick 
occurrence in Amsterdam.  

The whole process was implemented with ArcGIS for desktop 10.2 (ESRI 2014), LAStools 16 
November 2014 version (rapidlasso 2014), R version 3.1.2 (R Core Team 2014) and RStudio 
Version 0.98.1102 (RStudio 2014).     
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2.4 Vegetation area filtering 

Three steps were conducted in this section, i.e. pre-processing topography data KBKA10, 
vegetation area filtering, and subtracting terrain height from vegetation area point clouds.  

Because SGM point clouds cover whole surface area and there are many other objects like 
buildings, cars, lamps have similar height with trees and shrubs, it was necessary to separate the 
vegetation objects with other items. In other studies mapping urban vegetation structure, the first 
step is also pre-classification to separate vegetation objects from other urban objects (Rutzinger 
et al. 2010; Pratihast 2010; Mathieu, Freeman, and Aryal 2007). In addition, water is a factor 
affecting tick habitat and there are water related object classes in KBKA10. So the first step was 
pre-processing topography data KBKA10 in ArcGIS model builder and making three groups: 
vegetation area, water area, and built-up area (details in the Figure 5).  

Then the vegetation area was applied to filter out all non-vegetation areas from the point cloud 
dataset. This filtering process (details in Figure 6) was done in LAStools which is thought efficient 
for processing large amount of LAS format point clouds (rapidlasso 2014). The LAS file format is 
an industry-standard binary format for storing airborne LiDAR data and it is also a public file 
format for the interchange of 3-dimensional point cloud data between data users (Crosby 2011). 
Because LAS is a binary format, a reader of some kind is necessary to ingest the data (Crosby 
2011). LAStools is recommend because it is fast in reading and writing LAS files, merging LAS 
files, converting format and so on (Crosby 2011).  

Since the elevation of extracted vegetation area point clouds was the surface height, subtracting 
terrain height was also done in R for only keeping the vegetation objects height (Figure 6 right 
part). The R package ‘sp’ (Pebesma and Bivand 2005; Bivand et al. 2013), ‘rgdal’ (Bivand, Keitt 
and Rowlingson 2014), and ‘raster’ (Hijmans 2015) were used. 

 
Figure 5. Pre-processing topography data KBKA10  

 
Figure 5 explains the pre-processing of KBKA10 in ArcGIS. During a test of clipping vegetation 
area from point clouds, about 1m (estimation on average) boundary points of buildings and green 
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houses were found remaining in the vegetation area. So in order to get a more accurate 
vegetation area boundary, 1m buffering of building and green house classes, and erasing this 1m 
buffering area from vegetation objects were done.  
 

 
Figure 6. Vegetation area filtering (left ArcGIS and central LAStools part) and subtracting ground 

height (right: R processing part) 

Figure 6 illustrates details of vegetation area filtering and subtracting ground height. After 
subtracting terrain height from vegetation area points, some negative values were found in the 
vegetation objects height data. So correcting these values, i.e. replacing negative values by ‘zero’ 
were conducted in R. 

 

2.5 Overview of common vegetation mapping methods 

Accurate representation of vegetation classification and structure information is a continuing 
challenge because of many factors. For instance, the range of climates, geomorphic substrates, 
natural disturbance and human encroachments has produced an incredible diversity of terrestrial 
vegetation (Rajaei Najafabadi 2014). Even with increasing availability of high resolution aerial 
images and satellite images and advancements in processing methods, it still remains a complex 
task for researchers to create detailed vegetation maps showing species-level vegetation and 
vegetation areas with heterogeneous structural composition (Harvey and Hill 2010). 

The methods researchers used for vegetation structure mapping depend on applications and 
research purposes.  

(1) Field measurement 

The term vegetation structure has been used in some tick and mosquito studies to refer to 
horizontally and vertically distribution of vegetation. Researchers used ruler and tape measure in 
the field survey and recorded detailed information of local vegetation structure (types, species, 
height of vegetation, etc.) (Gardner et al. 2013; Greenfield 2011; Mejlon 2000). Field survey of 
vegetation species, height and canopy diameter (volume) with the help of aerial photos has been 
conducted to study impact of urbanization on vegetation of riparian areas (Hutmacher et al. 2013).  
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(2) Indirect mapping using existing maps 

To investigate urban ecosystem services, Lehmann et al. (2014), predefined urban vegetation 
structure types based on species, dimension, height, etc. terms. Relationships of vegetation 
structure types, land use types, and urban biotope types were analysed and defined and 
vegetation structure was mapped based on land use map and urban biotope map with the help of 
aerial photos and field survey (Lehmann et al. 2014).  

(3) Classification map based on satellite images 

Object-oriented classification methods and very high-resolution multispectral satellite images 
have been used to map urban private gardens for ecological study (Mathieu, Freeman, and Aryal 
2007). Study area was stratified into broad classes industrial area, residential area, dominated 
vegetation, and water in the beginning. Researchers firstly employed predefined criteria of 
vegetation structure classes and obtained training data for different garden types. Then they used 
a Nearest Neighbour method to classify residential garden areas (Mathieu, Freeman, and Aryal 
2007). Wood et al. (2012) applied Spearman rank correlation to field measurements, sample-
point pixel values and image texture measures from Infrared aerial photos and Landsat NDVI 
images. They found sample-point pixel values and texture measures from remote sensing images 
captured components of foliage-height diversity and horizontal vegetation structure in grassland, 
savanna, and woodland habitats (Wood et al. 2012).  

(4) Detailed structural mapping based on multiple data sets 

In recent years researchers have used hyperspectral data (Hyde et al. 2006; Mücher et al. 2013) 
and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data (Rutzinger et al. 2010; Kuilder 2012; Rajaei 
Najafabadi 2014; Hantson, Kooistra, and Slim 2012; Mücher et al. 2010) to classify and map 
vegetation structure at high resolution and broad scales. Accurate height measurements of 
shrubs and trees can be provided by LiDAR data (Mücher et al. 2010) and parameters of the 
outer shape 3D model of single urban trees have been extracted from mobile laser scanning data 
(Rutzinger et al. 2010). For mapping invasive woody species in dune ecosystems, maximum 
likelihood (ML) classification has been applied to multispectral aerial photos; ML classification 
combined with vegetation heights derived from LiDAR (ML+) and object-based classification were 
compared (Hantson, Kooistra, and Slim 2012). To map the vegetation structure classes along a 
floodplain (Kuilder 2012) and part of an island in the Netherlands (Rajaei Najafabadi 2014), 
spectral features, geometric features, and topographic features from multi spectral aerial images 
and AHN2 data were extracted and employed. The researchers acquired training data and 
applied object-based classification with a random forest classifier (Kuilder 2012; Rajaei 
Najafabadi 2014). 

Among all available methods, on-site manually surveying is thought to be a highly precise but 
rather time-consuming method (Lehmann et al. 2014). In this study, such detailed level is not 
possible for the size of the Amsterdam area. Since the available data mainly are SGM point 
clouds and topographic data from KBKA10, we only focus on simple features of vegetation 
structure in Amsterdam, i.e. height and height variability in this research. This is also different 
from the term vegetation structure in LiDAR studies, which refers to many characteristics, like 
shape, volume, direction, etc. 
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2.6 Vegetation mapping methods used in this thesis 

In this research, height is the first criterion of vegetation structure classes. We focus on height 
and variability in heights, which are considered the structural characteristics of vegetation in 
Amsterdam. The following major classes were considered: 

Class 1: short vegetation with a typical height <= 0.3m, regarded as grass; 

Class 2: medium height vegetation with heights between 0.3m to 6m, regarded as shrubs;   

Class 3: tall vegetation, height >= 6m, regarded as trees. 

It is noticeable that each vegetation class shows natural variation; therefore a set of simple height 
thresholds are not enough for classification of vegetation structure. We also need to know the 
variability of plant heights occurring within typical vegetation patches of each type. Therefore, 
‘true’ vegetation structure class data (reference data) are to be used. 

Among the classification methods for mapping, supervised classification is commonly used for 
producing classification maps from satellite images (Weih and Riggan 2008). Training data which 
thought as representing features of real ground objects are used in supervised classification as 
reference to map different classes. The k-Nearest Neighbour method is thought to be versatile, 
robust, and flexible with potential to combining different sources of information (Gao and Mas 
2008; Samaniego and Schulz 2009; Franco-lopez, Ek, and Bauer 2001). Besides, Random 
Forest and Classification And Regression Tree (CART) are two popular machine learning 
methods used in the vegetation classification. The latter is regarded as effective, flexible, easy to 
implement, dividing complex problem into simpler sub-problems, and able to incorporate with 
different kinds of ancillary data (Bittencourt and Clarke 2003; Lawrence and Wright 2001; Qian et 
al. 2014). In this work, supervised classification using the k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) and 
Classification And Regression Tree (CART) were applied for mapping vegetation structure 
classes.  

2.6.1 Selecting and extracting training and validation data  

Firstly, the locations of training area (certain locations of trees, shrubs, and grass) were selected 
using the aerial image, topography data, AHN2 raw grid, AHN2 terrain grid, Google street view 
and Google Earth. These training area sites were mapped by manually digitizing polygon areas in 
ArcGIS. I did my best to search and examine certain historical photos or high resolution remote 
sensing images to make sure the training area locations have real trees/shrub/grass growing and 
carefully draw the boundary of training area locations.  

Each sample polygon was assigned to one of the vegetation structure classes defined in the 
previous section. The mean area of grass and tree training locations were about 45mx45m and 
the shrub training location area was about 24mx24m on average. The number of training area 
locations of each vegetation structure class is 60. Then training polygons data of three vegetation 
structure classes were extracted from the vegetation area points in R with package ‘sp’ (Pebesma 
and Bivand 2005; Bivand et al. 2013), ‘rgdal’ (Bivand, Keitt and Rowlingson 2014), and ‘raster’ 
(Hijmans 2015). 

It appeared to be very difficult to obtain reliable training data for the shrub class. After several 
rounds of refinements it was decided to retain a subset of the original sites. The selected sites (30 
shrub training sites) had histograms that match the above class definitions. These best 30 shrub 
training data were used in the training classifiers and also accuracy assessment step.  
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For 60 grass training data and 60 tree training data, half of them were selected by a random 
sampling approach for training the classifiers while the other half were put aside for accuracy 
assessment. 

2.6.2 Training phase and classification 

Next, k-Nearest Neighbour and CART were applied in classification and two classification result 
maps were compared in terms of accuracy and reliability. 

2.6.2.1 k-Nearest Neighbour classifier and classification process 

The 10%, 20%, ... 90% quantiles of height of each training location were calculated for 
representing the structure feature height and spread in heights. The 9 quantiles calculation was 
performed on each polygon of the training data.  

The best 30 training locations of the shrub class together with randomly chosen 30 grass and 30 
tree training locations were then used in the k-nearest neighbour computing step.    

 

 
Figure 7. Example of k-nearest (k = 5) neighbour classifier with two height quantiles. The two 

dimensions are used for illustration only; computations were based on 9 quantiles. 

K-Nearest Neighbour considered a 9-dimensional space, with each dimension being a quantile in 
the range (0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9). It was calculated the distance (squared value of difference) between 
quantiles (10% to 90%) of the unknown vegetation and quantiles (10% to 90%) of the total 90 
training areas. For every training area, the sum of squared difference was computed. Then it was 
ordered from smallest to largest the sum of squared difference of 90 training areas. The k nearest 
(minimum distance) training areas and their vegetation structure classes were recorded.  

In this case, k was set to 5 considering the rather small size of the training data set (90 sites). 
Figure 7 illustrates the calculation using two height quantiles while in the actual process 9 
quantiles were used. For the site with unknown vegetation, 5 nearest neighbour training data (in 
feature space) are found. The numbers of grass, shrubs, trees classes among total 5 nearest 
training locations were converted to probabilities of this unknown vegetation being 
grass/shrubs/trees class. In Figure 7 this case these probabilities amount to 0.4 for the shrubs 
class and 0.6 for the trees class.  
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For the classification process, the vegetation area point tiles were firstly rasterized to a 0.5m grid 
accounting for point clouds density 16pts/m2 and software calculating capacity. After a field visit 
and some experiments, 5x5 focal window was chosen to apply on the vegetation height raster to 
computer quantiles and 5 nearest neighbour vegetation training areas. A smaller focal window 
size would be too small to compute the 9 quantiles and a larger window size would involve a 
large edge effect. When moving window operation was performed on the edge cells, because 
cells outside of the extent had no value, these edge cells would be assigned no data value. Lager 
window size would lead to have more no data edge cells (large ‘edge effect’). If all cells of the 5x5 
window were no data value, the returned value was set to 0 meaning there is no vegetation 
growing. After that the probability maps of grass/shrubs/trees class were produced. 

The packages ‘sp’, ‘raster’ and ‘rgdal’ in R were utilized in this step. A function of calculating k-NN 
was programmed in R. 

In the probability maps of grass/shrubs/trees, the pixels with more than 1 class probability 
represent mixture vegetation structure classes patches. In a patch with probability p for grass, the 
expected fraction of grass equals p. To present where the mixture vegetation structure patches 
are, Shannon entropy bits were computed on the probability maps of grass/shrubs/trees. 

Shannon entropy is defined as (Shannon 1948): 

Equation 1. Shannon entropy 
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where X is a discrete random variable taking a finite number of possible values nxxx ,...,, 21 with 

probabilities )(),...,(),( 21 nxPxPxP . Here vegetation structure class is the variable, and the result 
entropy is the numerical measure of the uncertainty in labelling a pixel; it is the additional 
information--expressed in bits--needed by the classifier to have absolute certainty about class 
assignment. In the result entropy bits map, pixels of entropy value >0 indicates there are mixture 
vegetation structure classes. 

2.6.2.2 CART classifier and classification process 

CART (Breiman 1984) is a tree-like classifier and it is a non-parametric technique that can select 
from a large number of variables and assess their interactions that are most important in 
determining the outcome variable to be explained (Yohannes & Hoddinott 1999).  

Here height values and standard deviation of height were used to show the structural features of 
vegetation. The training area points were first rasterized as 0.5m resolution grids and 5x5 focal 
window was applied on them to calculate the standard deviation (SD) of height value. The SD 
values were added to the training data set.   

After that the sample (training areas) was analysed in CART, which divided all the training area 
data according to a set of "splitting rules" using a "goodness of split criterion"-Gini impurity 
(Therneau and Atkinson 2015). Gini impurity (generalized Gini index) measures the homogeneity 
of the target variable within the subsets. The Gini index calculates how often a randomly chosen 
element from the set would be incorrectly labelled if it was randomly labelled according to the 
distribution of labels in the subset (Therneau and Atkinson 2015). It is computed by summing the 
probability of each element being chosen times the probability of a mistake in classifying that item 
(Therneau and Atkinson 2015). Gini impurity is applied to each candidate subset and the resulting 
values are combined to provide a measure of the quality of the split. Minimization of Gini index is 
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the criteria used in CART to split a ‘’tree’’. Here splitting rules were built based on variables height 
value and standard deviation of height. The dependent variable was the categorical vegetation 
structure class-trees or shrubs or grass. A hypothetical example of a classification tree is shown 
in Figure 8.  

 
Figure 8. A hypothetical example of a classification tree 

In the R ‘rpart’ package (Therneau, Atkinson, and Ripley 2014) of CART classifier, complexity 
parameter (cp) is a number between 0 and 1 (advisory parameter) which measures the 'cost' of 
adding another variable to the model and it reflects how complex/large the classification ‘tree’ is 
allowed to be (Therneau and Atkinson 2015). It is specified according to the formula (Therneau 
and Atkinson 2015): 

Equation 2. The formula of complexity parameter and the 'cost' for the tree 

)()()( 1TRTcpTRTRcp ∗∗+≡  

where 1T  is the tree with no splits, T  is the number of splits for a tree, and R  is the risk. 

Cross-validation was used to choose a best value for complexity parameter (cp) and an estimate 
of the risk and its standard error are computed during the cross-validation: the relative error with 
the training data, cross validation error with one standard error values are computed with different 
complexity parameters (Therneau and Atkinson 2015). This step is in the process of mechanism 
called ‘pruning’ to decide the tree size. In actual practice, the ‘1-SE rule’ is used for selecting best 
cp value. A plot of different cp values versus cross validation error with the training data is 
obtained. The plot of cp versus the cross validation error often has an initial sharp drop followed 
by a relatively flat plateau and then a slow rise (Therneau and Atkinson 2015). It states that “Any 
risk within one standard error of the achieved minimum is marked as being equivalent to the 
minimum (i.e. considered to be part of the at plateau)” (Therneau and Atkinson 2015). The 
simplest model, among all those on the plateau, is selected. Additionally, it is noticeable that 
overfitting occurs when an over-complex tree describes random error or noise from the training 
data (Therneau and Atkinson 2015). These over-complex trees do not generalise well from the 
training data and can exaggerate minor fluctuations in the data. So it should be avoid overfitting. 

In this study, a plot of different cp values versus cross validation error with the training data was 
obtained using ‘rpart’ package. After that the cp value near the plateau was decided to be 
selected as the suitable one.  

The classification tree grown with the selected cp value was applied for classifying vegetation in 
the whole area. Vegetation area point tiles were firstly rasterized to 0.5m resolution grids and 5x5 
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focal window calculation was conducted on height grid to acquire SD grid. The selected 
classification tree was then applied on the height grid and SD of height grid. As a result, the 
CART classification vegetation structure maps were acquired.    

 

2.6.3 Accuracy assessment of vegetation maps 

A confusion matrix is a commonly used method for assessing classification results (Lillesand, 
Kiefer, and Chipman 2008). The confusion matrix is built on a category-by-category basis and 
stems from classifying sampled training data set pixels (Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman 2008). 

The rows in the confusion matrix refer to the known ‘true’ categories (reference data, ground truth) 
and the columns are the actual classified result by the classifier (Clevers 2013). Overall accuracy 
is computed by sum of correctly classified pixels number of every class, the diagonal elements of 
confusion matrix (Clevers 2013).  

Errors of omission (exclusion) correspond to the non-diagonal row elements in the matrix and 
commission errors (inclusion) are represented by non-diagonal column elements (Clevers 2013). 
The accuracy of individual category is computed by dividing correctly classified pixel number in 
one class by the number of training set pixels used for that class, the row total (Clevers 2013). 
This accuracy of individual class is often termed as ‘producer’s accuracy’ and indicates how well 
training set pixels of the known ground truth class are classified (Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman 
2008). The term reliability result from dividing correctly classified pixel number in one class by the 
total number of pixels that were classified in that category (the column total) (Clevers 2013). 
Reliability is also called ‘user’s accuracy’. It shows the commission error (equal to 1 minus 
commission error percentage) and indicates the probability that a pixel assigned to one known 
class really belong to that class on the ground (Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman 2008). 

In this study the k-nearest neighbour classification was used to compute the probabilities a pixel 
belongs to each of the three classes. The probability value from [0, 1] was used in the calculation 
of confusion matrix for representing the degree of this pixel belonging to one class. Then values 
in the confusion matrix of k-nearest neighbour classification results represent summation of the 
probabilities of pixels belonging to one class (Freitas 2002). On the other hand, the values in the 
confusion matrix of CART classification results represent summed amount of pixels assigned to 
one class (pixels which had maximum probability of that class and were already assigned to that 
class).   

Note that in the absence of a separate validation data set for the shrubs class, the same 30 shrub 
training areas were used both in training phase and accuracy assessment as reference data. 
Because the study area was adjusted during the study, 19 of the 30 shrub training areas were 
located inside the classified study area. These 19 shrub training areas were used as reference 
data in the calculation of two confusion matrices. Accordingly, the calculated overall accuracy, 
shrub class accuracy and reliability performance measures were partly over-estimated. 

In terms of grass and tree reference data, 19 of the kept 30 grass validation areas and 19 of the 
kept 30 tree validation locations, which were not used in the previous classifier training phase, 
were selected by random sampling and applied in computing two confusion matrices as reference 
data. 
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2.7 Logistic regression of tick absence/presence data 

Logistic regression is a type of probabilistic statistical classification model (Freedman 2009). 
Binary logistic regression deals with situations in which the observed outcome for a dependent 
variable can have only two possible types (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000). Logistic regression is 
used to predict the odds of being a case based on the values of the independent variables 
(predictors) (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000). The model is given below (Cook et al. 2001): 

Equation 3. Logistic regression model 
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Where iX  is the independent variable, iY  is the dependent variable and  is the probability 
of .   

In the related research field of ticks and vector-borne diseases, logistic regression is a commonly 
used method (Greenfield 2011; Ageep et al. 2009).  

In this research, the absence and presence data of ticks is a binary variable (the dependent 
variable). Vegetation structure classes (trees, shrubs, and grass), distance to water and distance 
to built-up class are the independent variables. Logistic regression was used as a tool to assess 
the relationship between vegetation structure classes, other two environmental factors and 
occurrence of ticks. 

After accuracy assessment, the best vegetation structure map was used in the assessment of this 
relationship. Distance calculations of water and built-up class were performed in ArcGIS using the 
same 0.5m resolution with the vegetation structure map. Extraction of vegetation structure class 
at tick data locations and preparing training data for logistic model was done in R.  

Logistic model fitting was done in R using the glm( ) function. It was used the binomial family 
option with logit link function (R Core Team 2014). 

 

2.8 Model assessment 

2.8.1 Internal measures  

To choose a better fitted model, the internal quality of the fitted model (training data) was 
assessed using AIC and McFadden's R squared measure.  

AIC is short for Akaike information criterion, a measure of the relative quality of a statistical model 
for a given set of data and AIC provides a means for model selection (Burnham and Anderson 
2002). For any statistical model, the AIC value is 

Equation 4. AIC value of statistic model 

)ln(22 LkAIC −=  

where k  is the number of parameters in the model, and L  is the maximized value of the 
likelihood function for the model (Burnham and Anderson 2002). If there are a set of candidate 
models for the data, the preferred model is the one with the minimum AIC value (Burnham and 
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Anderson 2002). One can estimate, via AIC, how much more (or less) information is lost by one 
candidate model than by another candidate model (Burnham and Anderson 2002).  

Besides, McFadden's R squared measure is one measure proposed for logistic regression 
inheriting the properties of the familiar R squared from linear regression (Bartlett 2014). In this 
study, McFadden's R squared measure was used to understand how much variability in the 
dependent variable (tick presence and absence) were explained by the model and how much 
improvement were got from the null model to fitted model. McFadden's R squared measure is 
defined as 

Equation 5. McFadden's R square measure 
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where cL  refers the (maximized) likelihood value from the current fitted model, and nullL  refers 
the corresponding value of the null model-the model with only an intercept and no covariates 
(Bartlett 2014). If McFadden's R squared measure is more close to 1, then the more variability of 
dependent variable are explained and the stronger predictive power of the logistic regression 
model is. 

AIC value checking was conducted with the glm () function and stepwise regression in R to 
search for a better fitted model (selecting variables) among candidate models with independent 
variables (vegetation structure classes, distance to water and distance to built-up class). The 
model with smallest AIC value was chosen.  

McFadden's R squared measure was computed with ‘pscl’ package (Jackman 2015) in R to 
measure the goodness-of-fit of the model, understand the model explained how much variability 
in tick absence and presence data and obtained how much improvement when compared to the 
null model.   

2.8.2 Validation 

After fitting and selecting the suitable model, the performance assessment step was conducted 
with calculating confusion matrix.  

Owing to the small size of the data set, no independent validation data set (tick data) could be 
afforded. Therefore, the same tick dataset that was used for training was also used to compute 
the confusion matrix. Logistic regression model was applied to do prediction at sites where tick 
data located based on the data of significant predictor. Then the predicted tick occurrence and 
raw tick data (used again as reference data) were used to make confusion matrix. This step was 
performed to validate the selected logistic regression model and assess its performance.  

As the predicted value of selected logistic regression model was probability between 0 and 1, a 
function in R was wrote to find the threshold which defines the possibility boundary separating 
predicted tick absence and tick presence. The function was designed to choose the threshold 
which maximizes the overall accuracy of confusion matrix of predicted tick occurrence and 
reference tick data. 

After obtaining the threshold, predicted tick absence and presence were determined. The same 
tick data set was applied in accuracy assessment and consequently, the calculated accuracy is 
too optimistic.  
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To understand more about the relationship strength and performance of selected logistic 
regression model, except the confusion matrix, further study i.e. Goodman and Kruskal’s tau-y, 
about the association of the significant predictor and tick occurrence was conducted.       

Goodman and Kruskal’s tau-y is a measure of association for nominal variables. It is defined as 
as follows: 

Equation 6. Goodman and Kruskal's tau-y 
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where 1E  is the total expected cases of random assignment of cases to categories of the 

dependent variable, and 2E  is given the specific category of the independent variable, the total 
expected cases of mis-classification of cases into the dependent variable’s categories (Lee 2002). 
Then  and  can be computed by following equations (Lee 2002):  

Equation 7. Detailed formula in Goodman and Kruskal's tau-y 
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where in  is the cell frequency in the th category of the 
dependent variable within one of the c  categories of the 
independent variable and jN  is the total (marginal) 
frequency for that category of the independent variable. 

Here the dependent variable is the raw tick data absence and presence and based on this 1E  
was calculated. The independent variable is the vegetation structure classes at tick data locations. 
Accordingly, 2E  was computed then. Goodman and Kruskal’s tau-y of vegetation structure class 
and tick occurrence was obtained. 

Codes in R were programmed to calculate confusion matrix and Goodman and Kruskal’s tau-y. 

2.8.3 Using the model for predicting tick occurrences 

Finally, the fitted model with the significant predictors was used to make a map of the probability 
of tick occurrence using the packages ‘raster’, ‘sp’ and ‘rgdal’ in R. The predicted tick occurrence 
possibility map was again at 0.5m resolution. The threshold determined in the previous step was 
applied to the probabilities to label presence and absence as well. The resulting map was 
considered to represent the hot-spot map of tick presence. 
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3. Results 

This chapter firstly introduces the vegetation structure classification results obtained by the k-
nearest neighbour method and CART classification and the accuracy assessment results of both 
of them. Next, it presents the association analysis results between vegetation structure classes, 
other environmental factors and tick occurrence data in Amsterdam. Finally, the model 
performance evaluation and predicted map are presented.  

 

3.1 Vegetation structure classification results 

3.1.1 k-Nearest Neighbour results 

The k-Nearest Neighbour classification results show the grass, shrub, tree probability distribution 
in the Amsterdam area. As an example, an area of one square kilometre (123000, 484000) was 
selected to illustrate the probabilities of grass, shrubs, and trees in Figures 9, 10 and 11, 
respectively. Figure 12 shows the aerial photo of this area. The ‘hard classification’ (label pixels 
according to their maximum probability) of three vegetation structure classes is shown in Figure 
13.  

 
Figure 9. kNN result: Grass probability distribution in part of the Amsterdam area. When the 

probability=0, the colour is transparent; the pink circle areas indicate there are some obvious lower 
possibility grass patches; the red ellipse areas indicate some tree or shrub patches along the streets 

which were mistaken as grass. 
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Figure 9 denotes that there is large area of grass in this region, located around the buildings, or 
along the streets, or in the park, etc., which matching with mostly what we see from aerial photo 
(Figure 12). Lower possibility grass patches (probability <=0.4) are located close to where 
shrub/tree other vegetation grow, which can be observed from Figure 9 (pink circle areas indicate 
there are some obvious lower possibility grass patches). Besides, some patches of the trees or 
shrubs along the streets are mistaken as grass class (red ellipse areas) in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 10. kNN result: Shrub probability distribution in part of the Amsterdam area. When the 

probability=0, the colour is transparent; the pink circle areas indicate there are some lower 
probability shrub pixels surrounding tree crowns or mixing with trees) 

 

Figure 10 suggests there are many shrubs in this region. We can find some lower probability 
shrub patches (probability <=0.4) present surrounding the tree crowns, or mixing with trees (pink 
circle areas in Figure 10).  

It is shown in Figure 11 that most tree patches with high probability (probability =1) present along 
the roads or in the park in this region. Some lower probability tree patches (probability <=0.4) can 
be clearly observed in the pink ellipse areas in Figure 11. Besides, in the red circle areas in 
Figure 11, from the background aerial photos we also can see tree crown shapes and the long 
shadow of the trees while these areas have only a small number of pixels with high probability for 
the tree class.       
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Figure 11. kNN result: Tree probability distribution in part of the Amsterdam area. When the 
probability=0, the colour is transparent; the pink ellipse areas indicate there are some lower 

probability tree patches; in the red circle areas, the map shows less tree class patches than expected 
on the basis of visual interpretation. 
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Figure 12. Aerial photo of this area 

 
Figure 13. kNN result: vegetation structure classes distribution in part of the Amsterdam area (‘hard’ 
classification). Pixels were labelled according to the maximum probability. In the red circle areas, the 
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map shows less tree class patches than expected on the basis of visual interpretation of aerial photo 
and Figure 11. 

The k-Nearest Neighbour classification result map shows not only the grass, shrub, tree possible 
distribution but also the possible mixture patches of vegetation class (Figure 14). The pixels with 
more than 1 class probability indicates mixture vegetation structure classes patches. In a patch 
with probability p for tree, the expected fraction of tree is p. Figure 14 shows the calculated 
entropy bits in part of Amsterdam representing mixture patches of vegetation structure classes.      

In Figure 14, light yellow area (entropy value 0) means there are no vegetation or there is one 
certain kind of vegetation structure class (possibility = 1). Higher entropy value (>0) indicates 
there are mixture vegetation structure classes. Lager entropy value expresses greater degree of 
mixture vegetation structure classes. The pink circle areas in Figure 14 show some obvious high 
degree mixed vegetation classes patches.       

 

 
Figure 14. kNN result: Entropy bits (mixture classes patches) in part of the Amsterdam. Light yellow 

area (entropy value 0) refers there are no vegetation or there is one certain kind of vegetation 
structure class (possibility = 1). Higher entropy value (>0) indicates there are mixture vegetation 
structure classes. Lager entropy value expresses greater degree of mixture vegetation structure 
classes. The pink circle areas show some obvious high degree mixed vegetation classes patches.  
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If we zoom into one part showing obvious mixture pattern (Figure 15), it can be observed that the 
mixture patches are located between boundary area of trees and shrub near the roads. 

 

 
Figure 15. Zoom-in on an area showing patches with a mixture of classes. (a) is the entropy bits 

representing mixture patches and (b) is the three vegetation structure classes probability distribution. 
The red circle areas show mixed tree patches and shrub patches; since the grass layer is in the bottom, 

the low possibility grass patches can’t be seen. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The confusion matrix of k-Nearest Neighbour classification result is shown in Table 1. Values in 
Table 1 represent summation of probabilities of pixels belonging to one class (accumulated 
fractional coverage). 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix of k-Nearest Neighbour classification map (probability map) 
  Prediction(classification result probability map)  

  Grass(band 1) Shrub(band 2) Tree(band 3) Zero(0) NA Total 

Reference 
classes 

Grass 299618.8 420.8 0.4 2447 851 =303338 

Shrub 41736.2 28149.4 64.4 840 30 =70820 

Tree 77402.2 37934.4 219518.4 2679 156 =337690 

 Total =418757.2 =66504.6 =219583.2 =5966 =1037 =711848 

 

The overall classification accuracy is 76.88%. In addition, Table 2 presents the accuracy 
(producer’s accuracy) and reliability (user’s accuracy) of each class. 

Table 2. Accuracy and reliability of each class of k-Nearest Neighbour classification map (probability 
map) 

 Accuracy 
(producer’s accuracy) 

Omission Error Commission Error Reliability 
(user’s accuracy) 

Grass 98.77% 1.23% 28.45% 71.55% 

Shrub 39.75% 60.25% 57.67% 42.33% 

Tree 65.01% 34.99% 0.03% 99.97% 

 

The grass class shows very good accuracy (98.77%) and has 71.55% reliability. The omission 
error for grass is a mere 1.2%. The commission error indicates a pixel assigned to grass class 
has 28.45% probability belonging to shrub/tree class on the ground. Especially a pixel assigned 
to grass class has more than 18% possibility is actually tree class (column of grass class in Table 
1). 

The tree class has a high reliability approaching 100% and 65.01% accuracy. The predicted tree 
pixels almost all are real tree pixels (column of ‘tree’ class in Table 1). On the other hand, part of 
‘true’ tree pixels were omitted (34.99%) and wrongly classified to the grass (22.92%) or shrub 
class (11.23%) (row of tree class in Table 1). 

The shrubs class was mapped with lowest accuracy 39.75% and 42.33% reliability. It can be 
observed that many ‘true’ shrub pixels were omitted and misclassified having probability of grass 
(58.93%) (row of shrub class in Table 1). A pixel classified as having probability of shrub class 
has about 57% chance being actually tree class (column of shrub class in Table 1).      

The NA (no data value) in Table 1 originate from the focal calculation edge effect (only at the 
edge of the raster) and this is discussed in the later discussion chapter.  

As stated before in the method chapter, if all cells of the 5x5 window had no data value, then the 
returned value was a zero indicating that there is no vegetation growing. The zero value in Table 
1 has two kinds of sources: original AHN2 terrain grid NA values and NA from wrongly drawing a 
part of a training area boundary inside water or built-up area. The AHN2 terrain data are claimed 
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to cover sites with buildings, trees and water but when the AHN2 terrain grid was used in this 
study, it was found that in some of these cases there was no data recorded in the data set.  

Through examination with the ArcGIS measuring tool and checking in R, it was found that in the 
majority of cases, the zero vegetation values were due to lacking AHN2 terrain data.    

  

3.1.2 CART results 

Table 3 and Figure 16 show the complexity parameter (cp) values obtained during training of the 
classification tree.  

Table 3. The complexity parameter table (different cp values and their corresponding error measure 
numbers) 

 

complexity 
parameter 

number of 
splits 

relative 
error 

cross 
validation error 

one standard 
deviation 

 
CP nsplit rel_error xerror xstd 

1 7.352224E-01 0 1.0000000 1.0000000 0.0003803063 
2 4.213878E-02 1 0.2647776 0.2647801 0.0002674022 
3 8.542086E-03 3 0.1805000 0.1805161 0.0002265904 
4 5.294082E-03 4 0.1719579 0.1719847 0.0002217362 
5 1.230768E-03 6 0.1613697 0.1614035 0.0002154839 
6 7.363487E-04 8 0.1589082 0.1589858 0.0002140172 
7 1.933861E-04 9 0.1581719 0.1582494 0.0002135675 
8 1.005545E-04 11 0.1577851 0.1578787 0.0002133406 
9 7.439139E-05 14 0.1574834 0.1574916 0.0002131033 
10 6.808704E-05 15 0.1574090 0.1574576 0.0002130825 
11 5.000000E-05 16 0.1573409 0.1573674 0.0002130271 

 
Figure 16. The plot of cp table. 0.0053 cp value corresponding cross validation error (x-val Relative 

Error) is almost on the flat plateau. 
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Checking the splitting rules of the classification trees, it was found that with a cp value smaller 
than 0.0053, some weird splitting rules were produced in the classification tree. In addition, in 
Figure 16, the cross validation error (x-val Relative Error) corresponding cp=0.0053 is almost on 
the flat plateau. Therefore, it was considered choosing 0.0053 as the suitable cp value. To further 
check the cp value suitability, the confusion matrices of classification trees of cp=0.01 and 0.005 
were computed respectively based on the training data ‘classes’ and prediction by the two 
classification trees done to training data. The overall classification accuracy was 90.13% with 
cp=0.01 and 91.16% with cp=0.005. The 0.0053 cp value was thought a good choice.  

The trained classification tree was acquired and is shown in Figure 17 (Appendix C. show a large 
figure of the same tree). 

 
Figure 17. The trained classification tree for cp = 0.0053. Splitting rules are shown above the splits 
(lines). ‘z_diff’ refers to height value and ‘sd’ is the abbreviation for standard deviation of height. If 

data satisfies the rule, it goes to the right branch- meeting another splitting rule or becoming a final 
leaf node. At each leaf we obtain the predicted class for the members of that leaf using simple 

majority rule. Below the prediction class, the actual numbers of observations in the grass, shrubs, 
trees three categories are also displayed.  

The selected trained classification tree was applied to classify whole vegetation area and then 
classification maps were acquired. 

As an example, a square kilometre area of the CART results presenting grass, shrub, and tree 
distribution is displayed in Figure 18. Compared to Figures 11 and 13, the tree class in the CART 
result seems to cover a larger area than in the kNN result (explicitly in red circle areas). The tree 
class distribution in Figure 18 seems to match better with the aerial image shown in Figure 12.  
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The zoom-in of Figure 19 confirms more tree class area (in red circle areas) and more shrub 
class area (in red ellipse area) mapped by CART than by the k-nearest neighbour method (see 
Figure 15b). 

 
Figure 18. CART result vegetation structure classification map for part of Amsterdam. The red circles 
indicate locations where the tree class has a larger area than in the kNN result (Figure 11 and 13).  
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Figure 19. Zoom in CART result vegetation map for part of Amsterdam. There is more tree class area 

(in red circle areas) and shrub class area (in red ellipse area) mapped in the CART result than k-
nearest neighbour result zoom-in figure (Figure 15b). 

 

Table 4 shows the confusion matrix of CART result vegetation structure map and Table 5 
presents the accuracy (producer’s accuracy) and reliability (user’s accuracy) of each class. 

Table 4. Confusion matrix of CART result vegetation structure map (assigned class to pixels) 
  Prediction(classification result map, sum of pixels)  

  Grass(1) Shrub(2) Tree(3) NA Total 

Reference 
classes 

Grass 346881 4445 923 6806 =359055 

Shrub 12523 44353 3442 5585 =65903 

Tree 13419 29882 314540 38737 =396578 

 Total =372823 =78680 =318905 =51128 =821536 

 
Table 5. Accuracy and reliability of each class in CART classification map 

 Accuracy 
(producer’s accuracy) 

Omission Error Commission Error Reliability 
(user’s accuracy) 

Grass 96.61% 3.39% 6.96% 93.04% 

Shrub 67.30% 32.70% 43.63% 56.37% 
Tree 79.31% 20.69% 1.37% 98.63% 

 

The overall classification accuracy of CART result vegetation structure map is 85.91%.  
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The grass class has good accuracy 96.61% as well as a high reliability 93.04%. Few true grass 
pixels were omitted and wrongly predicted as belonging to the shrub class or tree class (row of 
grass class in Table 4).    

The tree class has high reliability 98.63%. Tree category has an accuracy of 79.31%; 20.69% of 
the reference tree class pixels were wrongly assigned to the shrub or grass category (row of tree 
class in Table 4).   

The shrub class has 67.30% accuracy and 56.37% reliability. A large part of reference shrub 
pixels were correctly mapped. Some true shrub pixels were wrongly classified to the grass or tree 
category (row of shrub class in Table 4). Predicted shrub pixels have some possibility being the 
actual tree class (37.98%) or grass class (5.65%) on the ground (column of shrub class in Table 
4).   

The NA (no data) values in the Table 4 have three sources: (1) the focal calculation edge effect, 
(2) NA values in the AHN2 terrain grid and (3) mistaken drawing training area boundary into water 
area/built-up area. The focal calculation edge effect can be solved in a later study as discussed in 
the discussion chapter. 

By checking with the ArcGIS measuring tool and R, it was found that in most cases, NA values 
were obtained because of lacking terrain elevation values in the AHN2 terrain grid.  

 

3.2 Relationship between vegetation classes and tick occurrence in 
Amsterdam 

Compared with the k-Nearest Neighbour classification maps, the CART result vegetation 
structure class maps had better accuracy and reliability. Thus the CART result maps were used in 
the logistic regression. 

The logistic model fitting was first conducted with vegetation structure classes, distance to water, 
distance to built-up area, and tick occurrence data. From the summary output of the model 
(details in Appendix A) in R, we got the information in following Table 6. 

Table 6. The coefficients and AIC of original logistic regression model using environmental factors and 
tick occurrence data 

Predictor 
Variables 

Coefficients 
Estimate 

 
Standard 

Error 
   z value  
Wald z-statistic 

The associated 
p-values 

(Intercept) -4.103219 0.809621 -5.068 4.02e-07 

VegeClass2: shrub 1.806852 0.798196 2.264 0.02359 

VegeClass3: tree 2.043076 0.685515 2.980 0.00288 
Distance to water 0.004909 0.007982 0.615 0.53858 

Distance to Built-up area 0.002856 0.008688 0.329 0.74235 

AIC of the model 125.18 

 
From Table 6, we know the two environmental factors distance to water area and distance to 
built-up area are not significant (p-value > 0.05). The statistically significant predictors of tick 
occurrence are the terms for vegetation structure classes (p-value < 0.05). Also stepwise 
regression was conducted to choose a model with lowest AIC value. 
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After stepwise regression, the final model with smallest AIC value 121.67 was selected. 
Information of this model is shown in Table 7 (details in Appendix B). 

Table 7. The information of final selected logistic regression model with smallest AIC 
Predictor 
Variables 

Coefficients 
Estimate 

 
Standard 

Error 
   z value  
Wald z-statistic 

The associated 
p-values 

(Intercept) -3.7297 0.5842 -6.384 1.73e-10 

VegeClass2: shrub 1.7487 0.7911 2.211 0.02707 

VegeClass3: tree 1.9532 0.6690 2.919 0.00351 

AIC of the model 121.67 

 
The selected model with smallest AIC value contains only vegetation structure classes (grass, 
shrub, and tree) this variable. The shrub and tree classes are sufficient. The shrub, tree and 
grass class are mutually exclusive (that is why grass class is not shown in the Table 7). The three 
classes together made up of the predictor vegetation structure classes. From Table 7, distance to 
water and distance to built-up area were not chosen in the lowest AIC model because they are 
not statistically significant.  

McFadden's R squared measure of the final selected model is 0.092. It indicates that only a small 
part of the tick absence and presence was explained by the fitted model. The selected model with 
significant predictor vegetation structure classes had small part improvement from the null model. 

A threshold probability which defines the boundary between predicted tick absence and tick 
presence was computed from the reference data. This cut-off maximizing the overall accuracy of 
tick data was established at 0.098. The confusion matrix of tick data was obtained after applying 
this threshold.   

Table 8 is the computed confusion matrix with predicted tick occurrence and reference tick data. 
Table 9 shows the accuracy and reliability of predicted tick absence and presence. The 
calculated accuracy and reliability numbers are actually little optimistic due to the tick data which 
applied in the logistic regression model training was used again as reference data in validation 
(making confusion matrix).  

The overall accuracy is 59.07% based on the confusion matrix of Table 8. 

Table 8. The confusion matrix of predicted tick occurrence and reference tick occurrence 
  Prediction( tick occurrence) 

  Absence(0) Presence(1) Total 

Reference tick 
occurrence 

Absence(0) 125 94 =219 

Presence(1) 3 15 =18 
 Total =128 =109 =237 

 
Table 9. The accuracy and reliability of predicted tick absence and presence 

 Accuracy 
(producer’s accuracy) 

Omission 
Error 

Commission 
Error 

Reliability 
(user’s accuracy) 

Absence(0) 57.08% 42.92% 2.34% 97.66% 
Presence(1) 83.33% 16.67% 86.24% 13.76% 
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The predicted tick absence has 57.08% accuracy with reliability 97.66%. Many reference 
absences were left out (row of absence in Table 8) while predicted tick absences are reliable 
(column of absence in Table 8). 

The tick presence has high accuracy 83.33% with low reliability 13.76%. Most reference tick 
presences are predicted correctly. Among all the predicted presence, a large number of presence 
predictions corresponded with absence on the ground (column of presence in Table 8).  

Goodman and Kruskal’s tau-y was calculated to amount to 0.047. It shows that the selected fitted 
model with the predictor vegetation structure classes has only marginally improved the prediction 
power when compared to randomly assigning the tick absence and presence classes (in the right 
proportion). So there is a weak association between vegetation structure classes and tick 
occurrence in Amsterdam. On the other hand, distance to water and distance to built-up area 
were not selected in the final logistic regression model. Distance to water and distance to built-up 
area were not found to be significantly related to tick absence and presence in the Amsterdam 
area.  

 
Figure 20. Predicted tick occurrence map in part of the Amsterdam area 

Using the final selected model with the predictor vegetation structure classes, and the probability 
threshold 0.098, the predicted tick occurrence maps were acquired and Figure 20 presents part of 
the predicted potential tick occurrence map. We can observe that the predicted tick presences 
are located where shrubs or trees grow while predicted tick absences are at sites with grass. 
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4. Discussion 

The vegetation structure classification results of k-Nearest Neighbour and CART showed that 
supervised classification with the two methods can be applied to map vegetation structure 
classes, and can have good accuracy and reliability especially for grass and tree class. The shrub 
class need more attention no matter in selecting training data step or doing classification step. 
Many factors can influence the accuracy and reliability of the classification result, especially for 
shrubs class, for example reference data quality, support of calculating variables which represent 
vegetation structural features, variability in features of vegetation structure, and so on. Details are 
discussed in the following sections. Suggestions for improving classification accuracy and 
reliability in later study are provided. 

The logistic regression analysis result indicated weak association between vegetation structure 
classes and tick occurrence in Amsterdam. Interpretation of accuracy of predicted tick occurrence 
is presented in the following sections as well suggestions for future study.      

 

4.1 Accuracy of reference data 

In this study, different datasets and their production time influenced the accuracy of selected 
grass, shrubs and trees training sites. Particularly the shrubs class was affected.  

The used aerial image is from March 2013. Grey and dark colour of the vegetation objects 
influenced interpreting where the shrubs and trees are growing. Google Earth and Google street 
view have some historical satellite images and pictures while these photos are in different 
seasons in 2013 or 2014. The pictures were usually taken in the summer days for grass or tree 
areas. Some areas of Amsterdam have no detailed pictures showing what kinds of vegetation 
growing at that site in 2013. During selecting the training area of shrubs, it happened that from 
Google street view there were pictures showing the site has tall shrubs growing; while after 
extracting the site polygon from the SGM point data, height histogram of points in this site 
polygon showed there are only very short grass growing.  

The SGM point clouds were created from March 2014 aerial images and it is in the spring time in 
which height of shrubs are not stable. This increased the difficulty to select the ‘true’ training 
areas of shrubs. 

During the site visit of Amsterdam in January 2015 (section 2.6.2), several ‘true’ shrub sites were 
visited. When these sites were examined using topography data (KBKA10) and the SGM point 
cloud data, some sites were found to be partly not included in the KBKA10 topographic dataset, 
which means they are not known as ‘vegetation area’ and 1 site was found to have lacking terrain 
elevation values because of many NA values at that site in AHN2 terrain raster.  

Besides, AHN2 terrain grids created many NA and zero values in vegetation height data. 

AHN2 data was produced around winter of 2009 and spring time in 2010. The western part of 
Amsterdam and eastern part of Amsterdam of AHN2 data has different point density (van der Zon 
2013). It was found that many locations where trees and shrubs growing have NA values in the 
filled AHN2 terrain grids and no consistency in the size of these NA ‘holes’ (patches). This lead 
NA values created in the vegetation area height data and influenced the height value distribution 
of some vegetation sites which only have small area of dominant vegetation structure class.  
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It was also found some negative values were produced by extracting AHN2 terrain height from 
SGM points representing surface elevation. This was because the two datasets have different 
produce time as well as different resolution and accuracy. These negative values were replaced 
by ‘zero’ in this study.   

In other vegetation classes mapping researches, terrain model creation from AHN2 raw point 
clouds was conducted (Hantson, Kooistra, and Slim 2012); digital elevation model and 
interpolation were done in (Mücher et al. 2010; Kuilder 2012). In later study, it may help produce 
more solid vegetation object height data involving the step of interpolation on AHN2 terrain grid or 
creating terrain model from AHN2 point clouds. Further investigation is needed to find out 
whether SGM point cloud can provide data for producing vegetation height model of Amsterdam 
or not, since the SGM point clouds mostly show top outline of objects.  

In this study both the training data and the validation data sets were not perfect. Probably better 
results could be obtained with the same methods but using better data sets. It may increase 
training data quality (select ‘true’ training data locations) if there were aerial images of the same 
time period with the SGM point cloud data.  

 

4.2 k-Nearest Neighbour Result 

In this study, the spatial support of computing quantiles in the training phase and classification 
phase didn’t agree with each other. The spatial support of the objects to be mapped, and that of 
the training data to represent the objects need to be treated with caution (Wood et al. 2012). In 
this research, the vegetation structure classes grass, shrub, and trees are not strictly defined in 
the training data polygon area. At first the polygon area of training data was selected with same 
area size (about 45mx45m) for grass, shrubs and trees (section2.6.1). During refinement of 
selecting the ‘true’ shrub training locations, shrub training data location area (size) were found 
have to be smaller to have the ‘true’ shrub patches. Then the area size of shrub training data 
locations gradually decreased in many trails.  

At last the average area of 1 shrub training area was about 24mx24m and mean area of grass 
and tree training locations were about 45mx45m (section2.6.1). The 9 quantiles of height values 
used in the training phase were computed from such large area. At the predicting stage, a moving 
window of 5x5 was applied to compute quantiles of unknown vegetation patches and hence the 
spatial support is 2.5mx2.5m (section2.6.1). The differences in the area to calculate quantiles 
mean different numbers of height values and more important: different amount of variability in 
height within the support unit. This may cause in Table 1 and 2 reference pixels wrongly assigned 
into another class. The assumption of more than 24mx24m training data and 2.5mx2.5m 
unknown vegetation patches have same (similar) height variation did not work for all grass, 
shrubs and trees classes. From Table 1 and 2 we know this assumption for grass class may have 
worked because height variance of grass is small. As for shrubs and trees, it turns out that the 
height variances are large.  

In future study, the focal window operation can be applied first in computing quantiles of shrubs, 
trees, grass training data (polygon area) and then same area size focal window operation should 
be employed on calculating quantiles of unknown vegetation patches at the prediction stage. So 
more height variance and same resolution height variance can be generalised in the training data 
and used in classifying vegetation.  
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It is not surprising that the shrub class was mapped with lowest accuracy (39.75%) and 42.33% 
reliability. Due to use the same shrub training data in accuracy assessment, the shrub accuracy 
and reliability were partly overestimated.  

One main reason is probable the different spatial support mentioned above. Another possible 
explanation is that shrubs this class is an in-between class while trees and grass are clear 
extremes. Shrubs on the ground do have more variability in height, shape or other features. The 
tree, shrub and grass, they have different features in the patch size and spreads in height. Grass 
patches and tree patches are relatively homogeneous than shrub patches in height variance. 
Shrubs area certainly contained low vegetation patches. So part of reference shrub pixels were 
assigned have possibility of grass in Table 1. Similarly, low height part of reference tree pixels 
were found closest to shrub class based on 2.5mx2.5m window calculated quantiles.  

Additionally, there were difficulties in selecting shrub training locations (section 4.1) and 
accordingly shrub training data quality was not very good.    

Furthermore, in this study only best 30 quality shrub training areas were used. This number is 
small and the study area is large. It was found that number of training locations influences the 
classification accuracy especially using k-Nearest Neighbour method (Qian et al. 2014; Gao and 
Mas 2008). 30 shrub training locations maybe did not reflect the height spread feature of various 
real shrub patches. Similarly 30 tree training locations were also not enough. 

In future research, more training locations need to be obtained for shrubs, trees and grass 
classes for generalising more variance of vegetation structure to improve classification accuracy. 

 

From Table 1 and Table 2, we also know the grass class of k-Nearest Neighbour classification 
result shows very good accuracy (98.77%) and also has 71.55% reliability. 

The good accuracy of grass class was acquired mainly because (1) variability of height and 
height spreads of grass is small (height from 0 to about 0.3m) as well as (2) the quantiles of all 
grass training data reflected well with the height variability of real grass patches. The quantiles of 
grass training locations didn’t have strong variety no matter in 45mx45m area or 2.5mx2.5m area.  

Besides, one probable reason for 28.45% grass commission error is in the training data of shrub 
and tree class, there were small patches of low height vegetation (<0.6m). The low height was 
reflected in the quantiles and since the focal window is 5x5 (2.5mx2.5m), when doing prediction, 
the low height vegetation patches was found having nearest neighbour ‘grass’. It is also common 
in real life where grass patches occur between trees and shrubs. 

The tree class has a high reliability (99.97%) and 65.01% accuracy (Table 2). Because the 
defined height of tree class is larger or equal to 6m, once the calculated quantiles of unknown 
vegetation have such large value, the nearest neighbour would only be tree class. Accordingly 
high reliability was obtained. On the other hand, the lower height values existed in the quantiles of 
tree class training data. When doing prediction, the lower height patches in tree training data was 
computed having nearest distance to ‘grass’ or ‘shrub’ class since 5x5 focal window size. 

In other researches mapping vegetation structure (Kuilder 2012; Rajaei Najafabadi 2014), 
geometric feature of vegetation structure, and spectral features of vegetation or predefined 
various local vegetation structure classes increased classification accuracy. In this study, 9 
quantiles were employed to represent height spreads one feature of vegetation structure. In later 
study, it can improve classification accuracy that adding more features showing more variability of 
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vegetation structure, like spectral feature or geometric feature. Predefining more than three local 
vegetation structure classes is also possible to reflect more variance of vegetation structure.   

 

The NA values in Table 1 were from focal calculation edge effect. When moving window passed 
the edge area of raster, no data cells outside the raster were included in the moving window 
calculation and then NA values were left in the central cell of moving window result on the edge of 
result raster. The focal operation edge effect can be solved in later study by overlapping tiles of 
raster.  

The zero values in Table 1 mostly came from NA ‘holes’ in the AHN2 terrain grid. As it mentioned 
in previous section 4.1, it can fill the NA values and may help produce more solid vegetation 
object height data that conducting interpolation on AHN2 terrain grid or creating terrain model 
from AHN2 point clouds. Some zero values were from wrongly drawing training area boundary 
into water area/built-up area and this can be solved by checking more carefully with water 
area/built-up area in topographic data when drawing training data boundaries or applying a 
(larger) inward buffer on selected reference sites. 

 

4.3 CART results 

CART classification performed well in general. However, since the same shrub training data were 
used to assess accuracy, the shrub class accuracy and reliability were overestimated.   

From Tables 4 and 5, the grass class shows high accuracy 96.6% as well as high reliability 93%. 
The splitting rules based on height and SD of height for grass were distinct and worked well for 
grass. The tree class has high reliability 98.6% and it indicates the prediction based on ‘large 
height value’ and ‘large SD value’ well distinguished tree pixels with other class. About 21% 
reference tree class pixels were omitted and it was probably because the lower height parts of 
trees and very short vegetation pixels in the tree reference data have similar height value and SD 
value with the reference grass/shrub pixels. Likely, in the shrub reference data, some pixels have 
similar height value and SD value with grass/tree reference data. That is the mainly reason why 
the shrub class has only 67.30% accuracy and 56.37% reliability. 

One way to reduce the omission and commission error is to improve the quality of three classes 
training data, making sure they only have pure area of real grass/shrub/tree class.  

However in reality, trees and shrubs also have lower height part and may grow with grass 
patches together. Good quality training data cannot reduce all the omission and commission error. 
It would be better adding more features such as spectral features, or geometric features instead 
of only height feature of vegetation structure into this CART method, like researchers did in 
(Kuilder 2012; Rajaei Najafabadi 2014). More features can generalise more variability of 
vegetation structure classes. These features can be used like height and height spreads in this 
study.  

In this study, weird splitting rule produced in classification tree pruning (section 3.1.2) probably 
was the result of overfitting. There were low height pixels in some reference shrub and tree data. 
These patches were also ‘learned’ by the complex classification tree and weird splitting rules 
were produced then. It was wisely decided selecting cp value as 0.0053 which had almost 
smallest cross validation error (Figure 16) and at the same time did not produce weird splitting 
rules (Figure 17). Except improving purity of training data and adding more features (discussed 
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above), in the later study, it is suggested that pruning and carefully selection of cp value should 
be always conducted when using CART to avoid overfitting. It maybe need consider using 
‘minsplit’ and ‘minbucket’ two control parameters in rpart package (Therneau and Atkinson 2015) 
to control the number of observations in a tree node or other pruning techniques (Kohavi and 
Quinlan 2002) to get better classification tree for new training data in vegetation structure 
classification. 

 

CART performed better than kNN method in this study (Tables 4 and 5). Probably one reason 
was that kNN used different ‘spatial support’ of computing quantiles of training data and focal 
window size in classification. On the other hand, CART applied same operation unit in training 
and classification. Height data was rasterized as 0.5m resolution grid and 5x5 focal window 
operation was conducted on height grid to acquire SD grid in training as well as classification 
process. It can bring better result if in kNN, the focal window operation can be applied firstly in 
training phase and then same area size focal window operation can be employed on calculating 
quantiles in classification process. 

In Table 4, there are similar observation with kNN about NA values applying to CART. The NA 
values have three sources: focal operation edge effect, AHN2 terrain grid NA values and 
mistaken drawing training area boundary into water area/built-up area. The solutions have been 
discussed in the previous section. 

In this research only height feature and spreads in height are used in CART to map vegetation 
structure classes. It already showed that the results have reasonable accuracy. For grass and 
tree classes, the accuracy and reliability can be concluded as ‘high’. If more features from multi 
spectral bands data and other kinds of data involving into this kind of researches, it is very 
promising to obtain even higher accuracy and reliability result. As mapping vegetation structure 
classes can also bring other benefits to the local society, for instance, helping biodiversity studies 
(Wood et al. 2012), or urban ecology research (Nagase and Dunnett 2012; Inkiläinen et al. 2013), 
it is significant to conduct more studies in this direction. 

 

4.4 Tick data, environmental factors and relationships 

In the result of tick occurrence prediction, predicted tick absence is highly reliable (reliability more 
than 97%, Table 8 and Table 9). On the other hand, the predicted presence is not reliable (a large 
number of presence predictions corresponded with ‘actual absence’ on the ground, column of 
presence class in Table 8).  

One possible reason is that the small number of presences in the tick data affected the result. 
The raw tick data contains 31 presence records in a total 282 records (section 2.2). Only 264 
records including 24 presence records are within the area which has height data of vegetation. 
After accounting for NA values in the vegetation structure class map only 18 presence in total of 
237 records remained (Table 8). The number of tick presence data is small and on the contrary 
the number of tick absence is 219. It is hard to predict presence of a sparse class with small 
commission error. The low reliability of predicted presence is reasonable.  

McFadden's R squared measure (0.092) also indicated that tick occurrence in this case were not 
strongly related to the vegetation structure classes. Bartlett (2014) stated that one should really 
not be surprised if, from a fitted logistic regression McFadden's R2 is not particularly large. Bartlett 
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(2014) has compared different predictors and only found the variable X which changed possibility 
of dependent variable Y from 0.01 and 0.99 can get the high McFadden's R2 value 0.93. It means 
extremely strong predictors are required for McFadden's R squared to get close to 1. In this study, 
McFadden's R2 value 0.092 has just confirmed vegetation structure classes affect tick occurrence 
to small extent. These influence are not strong. Goodman and Kruskal’s tau-y of the logistic 
regression model is 0.047 (section 3.2) and it also illustrates weak relationship between 
vegetation structure classes and tick occurrence in Amsterdam. Accordingly using vegetation 
structure classes as the only predictor to predict tick occurrence did not perform well.  

It may bring better prediction if we use other potential strong predictors, for instance temperature, 
humility, soil moisture, etc. (Estrada-Peña et al. 2013; Greenfield 2011). 

 

In Figure 20 predicted tick occurrence map, predicted tick presences are located at where shrubs 
or trees grow and predicted tick absences are in the grass area. It is not meaningful for risk 
management of tick from practical view because there are large area of shrubs and trees in 
Amsterdam. It has just provided some idea in grass area tick seems has more chance to be 
absent. 

It is not a surprise that ticks are predicted at where shrubs and trees grow. In other research 
(Boyard et al. 2007; Vatansever et al. 2008; Dobson et al. 2011) high tick densities were found in 
patches with tree present and dense heterogeneous vegetation patches. The prediction result in 
this study confirmed their founds. The researchers indicated trees or heterogeneous vegetation 
influence the humidity which is the fundamental factor affecting tick survival (Estrada-Peña et al. 
2013; Greenfield 2011; Boyard et al. 2007).   

However it is meaningful that the whole logistic regression in this study confirmed the relationship 
between vegetation structure classes and tick occurrence in Amsterdam and found it is weak 
association. Distance to water and distance to built-up area were found not statistically significant 
associated with tick occurrence in Amsterdam. It is a surprise that distance to water is not 
significant related to tick occurrence as many literature stated the humidity is the fundamental 
factor. However in this study the distance to water can be described as a ‘stable’ factor. It is 
stable over seasons and actually the humidity influences tick life described in the literature is 
more about micro-climate and in terms of short time condition. The researchers sampled ticks 
and measured humidity in a short period of summer (Greenfield 2011; Boyard et al. 2007). It is 
possible that distance to water the factor in this study did not reflect the variance of ‘humidity’ at a 
local scale and in a short time interval.    

In some tick studies about vegetation structure, environmental factors and tick occurrence 
patterns, researchers stressed that the vegetation is an ‘indicator’ which affects local climate and 
indirectly affects the tick life circle (Randolph and Storey 1999; Estrada-Peña et al. 2013). In 
(Dobson et al. 2011) which studied tick occurrence in urban parks for two years, they found ticks 
in all vegetation types sampled, including short grass close to car parks. Highest tick densities 
were consistently found in plots with trees present (Dobson et al. 2011).  

Based on these papers and the result (weak association in section 3.2) in this study, vegetation 
may be a proxy for other predictors of tick occurrence in Amsterdam urban area. Vegetation is the 
‘relatively stable predictor’. The strong predictors can be the local micro-climate factors (more 
variance in short time). The dominant vegetation modulates the microclimate (temperature, 
humidity, etc.) and affects the abundance of hosts (Estrada-Peña et al. 2013). The actual driver of 
the processes is the microclimate; local vegetation affects local microclimate (Estrada-Peña et al. 
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2013). Anyway, vegetation provide necessary shelter for ticks and without vegetation there are no 
ticks. 

For investigating other strong predictors of tick occurrence in Amsterdam region, further studies 
need to be conducted about the relationships between potential strong factors such as humidity 
(Greenfield 2011; Boyard et al. 2007; Estrada-Peña et al. 2013), temperature (Estrada-Peña et al. 
2013; Greenfield 2011; Vatansever et al. 2008), soil moisture (Greenfield 2011; Lindström and 
Jaenson 2003) and tick occurrence in Amsterdam region. It is suggested to use other variables 
instead of distance to water bodies to represent variance of ‘humility’ in the environment. The 
data of these factors can be transferred into same resolution spatial data together with vegetation 
structure map and tick occurrence data. Statistical analysis like logistic regression or Poisson 
regression can be used for analysing the relationships of these factors and tick occurrence in 
Amsterdam.   
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5. Conclusions and recommendations  

5.1 Conclusions 

This study concerned mapping vegetation structure classes and assessing the relationship of 
these in combination with other environmental factors with tick occurrence patterns in Amsterdam. 
To be specific, supervised classification with k-Nearest Neighbour and CART were applied in 
mapping vegetation structure classes and logistic regression was conducted with CART result 
vegetation maps, tick data and other two environmental factors distance to water area and 
distance to built-up area. The following research questions have been answered: 

RQ1. Which geo-data can be used to map the vegetation structure classes (grass, shrubs, and 
trees) which are deemed important for mapping pest species distribution in Amsterdam? 

• Semi Global Matching point cloud data were applied in this research successfully 
providing height values and spreads in height this structural feature of vegetation. The 
topography dataset KBKA10 provided relatively detailed locations of vegetation for 
filtering the point cloud data. AHN2 terrain grid offered terrain height values for extracting 
objects height of vegetation area. The aerial image of Amsterdam was used for providing 
ground information and selecting training locations of the three classes. Google Earth and 
Google street view provided auxiliary information for helping selecting training areas of 
grass, shrub, and tree classes.  

RQ2. Which methods can be used for mapping vegetation structure patterns? 

• Supervised classification method using k-Nearest Neighbour and CART were conducted 
in this study for mapping vegetation structure classes. CART was most successful. The 
overall classification accuracy of CART result vegetation structure map was 85.91%. The 
grass class shows high accuracy 96.61% and high reliability 93.04%. The tree class 
acquires high reliability 98.63%. The k-Nearest Neighbour result overall classification 
accuracy is 76.88%. The grass class in the result shows 98.77% accuracy. The tree class 
obtains a high reliability 99.97%.  

RQ3. Which methods can be used to assess associations between vegetation structure classes 
maps and the occurrence data of ticks and to use the found relationships for prediction? 

• Logistic regression was used to assess relationships between the vegetation structure 
class map, distance to water, distance to built-up area and tick absence and presence 
data in Amsterdam. It was found that distance to water and distance to built-up area were 
not statistically significant related to tick absence and presence. Vegetation structure 
classes were found the significant predictor (p-value < 0.05) for tick absence and 
presence in Amsterdam.  

RQ4. What is the strength of correlations between occurrences of ticks and vegetation structure 
classes in Amsterdam? 

• There is a weak association between vegetation structure classes and tick presence and 
absence in Amsterdam. Calculated Goodman and Kruskal’s tau-y is 0.047. McFadden's R 
squared measure of the logistic model only containing vegetation structure classes the 
predictor is 0.092. Only a small part of the tick absence and presence was explained by 
the fitted model with vegetation structure classes this variable. 
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RQ5. Where are predicted hot-spots with respect to occurrences of ticks in Amsterdam?  

• Tick presence is predicted where shrubs or trees grow. 

 

5.2 Recommendations 

Better results could be obtained with the same methods using better training and validation data 
sets. It is suggested to have aerial images of the same time period with the SGM point cloud data, 
which may increase training data quality (easy to select ‘true’ training data locations). In later 
study, it may help produce more solid vegetation object height data that conducting the step of 
interpolation on AHN2 terrain grid or creating terrain model from AHN2 point clouds. 

It is suggested that when applying kNN method or CART method in the future study, use the 
same spatial support in training and classification. To be specific, for kNN method, the focal 
window operation can be applied in computing quantiles of shrubs, trees, grass training data 
(polygon area) and then same area size focal window operation should be employed on 
calculating quantiles of unknown vegetation patches at the classification stage.   

In addition, more training samples for every vegetation structure class, and more ‘pure’ training 
data may produce higher classification accuracy in kNN and CART methods. Overlapping tiles of 
raster in focal calculation and checking with attention about water area/built-up area boundary 
can reduce producing NA values in the classification process. 

Besides, to improve classification accuracy, it is recommended that adding more features (not 
only height and height spreads) into kNN method showing more variability of vegetation structure, 
like spectral feature or geometric feature. Predefining more than three local vegetation structure 
classes is also possible to reflect more variance of vegetation structure to obtain higher 
classification accuracy.   

It is also recommended that adding more features such as spectral features, or geometric 
features instead of only height feature of vegetation structure into this CART method. In this study, 
the Near-Infrared (NIR) band data was delivered at a too late stage, so I couldn’t use the data 
anymore. If more features from multi spectral bands data and other kinds of data involving into 
this CART method, it is very promising to obtain even higher accuracy and reliability result than 
this study result. 

Additionally, mapping vegetation structure classes can also bring other benefits to the local 
society, like helping biodiversity studies or urban ecology research. So it is significant to conduct 
more studies in this direction. 

Besides, it is suggested to use a more balanced tick distribution dataset (more presence data) to 
get better result in the relationship assessment. Further studies need to be conducted about the 
associations between potential strong factors such as humidity, temperature, soil moisture, etc. 
and tick absence and presence in Amsterdam urban region.     
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Appendices 

Appendix A. The summary output of original logistic regression model using environmental 
factors and tick occurrence data in R 

 
 
 
 

Appendix B. The summary output of final selected logistic regression model with 
smallest AIC in R 
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Appendix C. The trained classification tree for cp = 0.0053 of CART method (same with Figure 17, just for visualisation) 
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Appendix D. The kNN result: vegetation structure classes distribution in part of the Amsterdam area (‘hard’ classification). (same 
with Figure 13, just for visualisation) 
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Appendix E. CART result vegetation structure classification map for part of Amsterdam. The red circles indicate locations where the 
tree class has a larger area than in the kNN result (Figure 11,13, Appendix D). (same with Figure 18, just for visualisation) 
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